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Part XV: Jak Noraal 

Lambda Construction Station, Central Hub 

 

“Are you sure he’ll make it?” Jak asked for what had to be the umpteenth time. Akels was trotting 

along next to him, wearing an uncanny, imperturbable look that Jak couldn’t quite read. 

 “As sure as I could ever be, Lieutenant,” Akels replied stoically in his accented Basic. “I 

assure you I have given our comrade the best that my abilities can do.” 

 Jak nodded, recalling the same emotionless expression in the Quarren’s face as when he 

had stepped out of the smoke in the corridor – moving fluently from slaughter to nurturing. “The 

way of Mother Dac,” according to Akels himself. Jak and Akels were carrying Salbaaka, who still 

hadn’t regained consciousness. Jak did most of the carrying, Akels being more of a scrawny fellow, 

his frame being betrayed by the voluminous robes he usually wore. Jak felt the weight of the 

wounded Wookiee not only on his shoulders, but also on his conscience. He would be more careful 

from now on. He was no Keyan Pressin. Time to stop acting like he was. 

 In front of them, Kavilo was speaking into his comlink, his rifle still raised and sweeping for 

enemies. “Sarge on her way back now,” he said to them. “Says mission accomplished. Meet us in 

hangar.” 

 Jak breathed a sigh of relief. Not two minutes ago, Crayl had reported in as well, carrying a 

wounded Toron with him through the emergency stairwell. Kavilo opened the door to the central 

chamber, where the many bridges joined the different parts of the station together, and peered 

out. “Is clear,” he said. 

 “Then let’s move,” Jak replied and hoisted the Wookiee’s body. Kavilo stepped out first, 

then suddenly jerked his fist up and knelt down behind the railings. Jak froze. Akels hadn’t even 

moved yet. Then they saw Kavilo getting back to his feet. 

“Is corporal carrying corporal,” he said. “Does not look good. Should move quickly.” Jak 

nodded and they moved out. As they reached the corporals, even Jak could see that it was indeed 

looking bad. While Crayl was covered in lighter scorch marks and spatters of blood (“Not my own,” 

he growled), Toron was obviously bleeding, already soaking through the provisory bandages Crayl 
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had wrapped around him. 

“Let’s get back in the hangar and call for the ship immediately,” Jak said. “She might need 

some time to get back, so the sooner we call her up, the sooner she’s going to be here. Where’s 

Ghost and the Colonel?” 

“No word,” Crayl growled. “The elevator shaft... something happened. It vented space 

somehow. Since then...” He shrugged. Even if he didn’t finish the sentence, everyone understood 

what the Feeorin was implying. 

Whatever reaction Jak thought he would have from this, he didn’t get time to even feel it 

before Arcoh barged out of another door on the opposite side of the room, helmet missing, the 

white hair on the left side of her head matted with blood, lugging a piece of machinery that he 

knew was far heavier than its size would imply. 

“What are you fucking idiots doing standing around like a herd of stupid fucking 

tauntauns?” She shouted at them. As Jak opened his mouth to tell Kavilo to help her carry the 

transponder, she interrupted him with “Sorry, Sir, but we’re in a real fucking rush right now.” 

Jak didn’t quite understand what she meant until he saw what was coming through the 

doors behind her. Several people in full body armour with helmets, carrying rifles trained on what 

was left of his Spooks. “Retreat!” he bellowed, but the last of the command was drowned in the 

noise of blaster fire. 


